
� newsmongering and the distrust of newsmongers dominated concerns
about the dissemination and effect of news in Britain during the late seventeenth and
early eighteenth centuries. To the poet and satirist Samuel Butler, a newsmonger was
but “a retailer of rumour, that takes up upon trust, and sells as cheap as he buys.”1 He
was a merchant of news who collected and sold information merely to fill his belly; the
possible untruthfulness of the news he purveyed worried him not. The portrait of a
newsmonger offered by Joseph Addison in The Tatler illustrated another worrisome
side of this figure. Addison’s newsmonger, created about fifty years after Butler’s, did
not sell news for profit, but his obsessive collecting, deciphering, and spreading of
news led to the loss of his business, the ruin of his family, and his eventual incarcera-
tion in Bedlam.2 For some news readers, particularly those in the upper ranks of soci-
ety who were among the most engaged consumers of news, these two types—or rather,
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caricatures, one too cavalier, the other conscientious to a fault—highlighted the dan-
gers of news dispersion. News, already subject to uncertainty and unverifiability, could
become a commodity, which enhanced its inherent instability. When market forces
dictated its consumption, news could actually weaken societal bonds. News readers
increasingly mistrusted the news, and even other news readers. The challenge for news
readers was to sort through the morass of true and false news that surrounded them.
To do so, many turned to letters—and to some extent actually took “newsmongering”
into their own hands.

Letters and news have a long history of interaction. In the fifteenth century, the
Paston family of Norfolk often sent news or “tydyngs” through letters. Agnes Paston
wrote her son, “I praye yow to sende me tydynggis from be-yond see, for here thei arn
aferde to telle soche as be reportid.”3 A letter provided her with the news from “be-
yond see” that her oral networks did not. During the early seventeenth century, the
earls of Huntingdon also relied on letters for news. Henry Hastings, the fifth Earl of
Huntingdon, learned the details of the Gunpowder Plot of 1605 via letters from John
Harington and then spread that news to others by letter.4 Later in the century, his ten-
year-old grandson, Theophilus Hastings, the seventh earl, received letters full of news
from a family dependent, Gervase Jaques. By the time the earl was almost fifteen,
Jaques had turned this duty over to another. He wrote: “I have not the least designe in
giving you those frequent troubles as to presume to bee your Intelligencer I know that
is done by a better hand.”5 By age nineteen, in 1669, Huntingdon was receiving news -
letters from the professional news writer Henry Muddiman.6 As Huntingdon’s em-
ployment of a professional news writer indicates, the modes of news distribution had
changed by the later seventeenth century.

By this time, an older world of news, dependent upon oral and manuscript cir-
culation and a relatively limited and slow dispersal of information, had given way to
something new. The newspaper, which had emerged in England in the early to mid-
seventeenth century, came into its own in the second half of the century. The expan-
sion of the postal system and the development of the coffeehouse likewise helped
British citizens disseminate and discuss news more readily.7 The state began monitor-
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ing news rather than restricting it.8 In addition, as financial and personal interests ex-
panded geographically, information exchange became increasingly important. In fact,
although scholars disagree about the point at which one can begin to speak of a “public
sphere,” most view it as firmly established by the eighteenth century.9 It was not always
ordered, rational, or comfortable, but neither was the world of news.10

Questions of trust and reputation dominated public discourse. In exchanging
goods and ideas across long distances, Britons had to trust those they did not see, often
about transactions they could not witness for themselves. As Craig Muldrew has
demonstrated, when credit networks grew more complex in the sixteenth century,
having a reputation for trustworthiness became increasingly important and remained
so. In terms of economic relationships, one’s trustworthiness, or “credit,” became a cur-
rency in and of itself.11 Those with scientific interests also wrestled with forming bonds
of trust with others at a distance, since they had to evaluate ideas formed and experi-
ments conducted thousands of miles away.12 Worries about news exchange surfaced
at a time when many Britons were trying to determine what made an individual, an
experiment, or a piece of information trustworthy. 

Letters illuminate how information exchange functioned. They not only refer
to other forms of distribution and show the importance of those mediums but also re-
veal their own critical role in helping correspondents evaluate news and gain a sense
of control over its use. Letters provided a way to solve the dilemma posed by news-
mongers: they helped their writers deal with purveyors of news who did not seem to
discriminate between true and false news. They also nurtured social networks. 

The letters of one community of correspondents, especially those sent to and
from John Perceval, the eventual Earl of Egmont, and James Brydges, the Duke of
Chandos, and a number of their contemporaries, illustrate the place of news within
letters and the role of epistolary news in counter acting mounting distrust.13 These
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correspondents did not have a special place in the world of news. They were not news
writers or even highly placed officials; they were members of the British elite who
 exchanged news both to better grasp occurrences in the world around them and to
reaffirm their position in society. While their system of news exchange depended
on sending news to and receiving news from their dependents and connections of
lesser rank, only those who possessed a high social position were typically able to
build extensive epistolary networks and thus make full use of letters as tools for
evaluating news. The kinds of news mongers who so worried Butler and Addison
were never members of this world. Gathering news was not just a question of know-
ing, it was a question of class.

Those involved in this world of news considered themselves members of polite
society, and one of the ways they demonstrated their position was by writing letters
and conveying news in letters. What they knew and the way they expressed that
knowledge marked their social rank. Letters were a form of constructed conversation
that not only allowed writers to continue polite discourse over long distances but also
demonstrated that they knew how to deploy polite language. They exchanged news in
a way that cleansed it of the smirch left by newsmongers. For the elite, the exercise of
politeness in epistolary exchange, as in other realms of experience, was a response to
the many challenges to their status they experienced in the early modern period. A
century of conflict had undermined trust in the ability of such institutions as the
Church and the Court to provide order, while increasing urbanization had restruc-
tured elite forms of socialization and power.14 Thus, as the ranks of the “gentle” ex-
panded, former centers of power weakened, and the elite required new markers of
belonging.15 Politeness increasingly came to sit next to birth as an indication of status
and authority.16 Thus, exchanging news though letters helped identify true news and
also confirmed one’s right to a place in the upper ranks of society.
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Though scholars of the early modern era have long been interested in the im-
pact of news, they have focused on the function of new mediums, like the newspaper,
and new venues for news, like the coffeehouse.17 In part, this focus on the newspaper
stems from its large role in the Whig interpretation of English history; historians who
subscribed to this view saw the newspaper as one of the major steps toward the valua-
tion of public opinion and the growth of democratic government. Further interest in
the newspaper derived from its critical position in Jürgen Habermas’s theory of the rise
of the bourgeois public sphere.18 Yet, this concentration on a specific medium like the
newspaper does not capture the fluidity inherent in news distribution, and there has
been a growing conviction among some historians that forms beyond printed news
have to be taken into account. For the most part their studies have focused on the early
seventeenth century.19 For the later seventeenth century, the coffeehouse, as a new site
of discursive possibility, has dominated the discussion. Though the coffeehouse was
very significant, it is worthwhile to look at news exchanged beyond its doors, espe-
cially in letters. The place of the letter in news circulation has not been ignored, but it is
usually treated cursorily; scholars recognize that news appeared in letters and that it
was exchanged to nurture social relations, but they rarely place it in the context of news
dissemination as a whole.20 Examining letters as part of a larger system of news ex-
change not only emphasizes the fluidity of that exchange but also shows specifically
how different forms mattered when Britons attempted to make sense of news and the
world in which it circulated. 
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�
As the distrust of newsmongers reveals, the value of news resided not merely in its cred-
ibility but in its freshness. Old news was no news, as “Thomas Quid-nunc” wrote in a
letter to The Spectator: “A Piece of News loses its Flavour when it hath been an Hour in
the Air.”21 Letter writers, who often knew that their information would soon be stale,
recognized this. One correspondent lamented that he “had writ my Thursdays letter
before I heard of the debate that happen’d in the House of Lords that day and therefore
probably tel you old news in mentioning it.”22 They perceived, however, that the pri-
vate letter was not known for conveying fresh news but rather for allowing for the ex-
change and evaluation of news. The bastions of fresh news were newspapers, whose
survival depended on sales, and oral networks, which could transmit news rapidly. Be-
cause newspaper editors relied on fresh news rather than true news, however, their
credibility became suspect. As Samuel Butler said in his portrait of a newsmonger:
“True or false is all one to him; for novelty being the grace of both, a truth goes stale as
soon as a lie.”23 On the whole, British news readers trusted stale epistolary news more
than fresh printed news. John Perceval assured his correspondent, “I don’t write you
this from the Publick prints, but private letters which may be depended on.”24 Perceval
also preferred letters to news papers for his Irish news.25 Forty years later, trust in news -
papers had not deepened much. When Peter Collinson provided a correspondent in
New York with a few pieces of news, he added a disclaimer, “These last is Newspaper
view so can’t be Depended on.”26

All forms were known to carry questionable news, however. News transmitted
orally was of course not always trustworthy. John Evelyn declared, “Verbal reports
we experimentally find so inconstant and apt to err.”27 Another letter writer warned,
“There is one Brewster out of the County of Kerry that makes (as I am told here)
strange reports of the County of Kerry and very false & malicious ones—pray lett there
be no credit given to what he says.”28 Letters, too, contained false news. More than one
letter writer had to correct a correspondent or confess errors in a previous report.29

Newsletter writers were just as liable to blunder. One writer asked Hans Sloane, the
secretary and later president of the Royal Society, for help, stating that there was a re-
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port in his newsletter that three Russians had robbed a friend’s house, but that he did
not trust the report, “having never given any great credit to the news Letter since it
told us that the King sent for Col. Ludlow out of Switzerland.”30 Obviously, he had
lost confidence in his newsletter and turned to the personal correspondence of Sloane
for verification. Finding trusted news in any medium was a challenge.

The link between news and truth had always been fragile, but owing to the in-
crease in the number of forms of news as well as the commodification of news, there
was more news circulating, both true and false, and much of it was contradictory. The
Evening Post once threw up its hands and reported, “They write from Petersburg, that
their Accounts from Persia so often contradict each other, that People can credit
none.”31 Receiving a lot of news rarely created a clear picture. One correspondent ad -
mit ted, after sending an “abundance of Intelligence,” that he did not know “how you
will reduce [it] to any coherency.”32 Finding news was not the problem; making sense
of it was. To find coherent news, interested parties had to know how to use the entire
system of news exchange and evaluation. News itself was not expected to be truthful,
no matter its form; its evaluation by individuals made it so.

Since all forms of news were suspect, Britons turned to various mediums to
gath er their news. In letters, correspondents refer to getting news from verbal reports,
other letters, newsletters, and newspapers, and they purveyed this news from one
medium to the other. When John Perceval was in Dublin, one of his correspondents
reported, “The Dr Read part of a letter from a friend in France, which gave an Account
that the French King is now forming a Company of Merchants.”33 One can imagine
this exchange: the writer’s friend, Dr. Arbuthnot, opened a letter from his friend in
France; Perceval’s correspondent then picked up this piece of verbal news and put it
back into letter circulation. By the time this news reached Perceval, it had been in the
hands of at least three people, had circulated both verbally and through letters, and had
traveled from France to London to Dublin. Printed sources were part of this circula-
tion as well. Perceval shared a story with his brother of a boat saved from sinking when
a fish got wedged in the leak. He prefaced the story by stating, “There dined with me
yesterday an officer that came lately from Turin who told me what I believe you have
read in the prints.”34 Thus, this story about a fish passed through verbal, epistolary, and
printed channels, and the correspondents seemingly gave each equal weight. At this
point in the process, it was the gathering of news that mattered.

While some news distributors intentionally spread false reports to manipu-
late opinion or stock prices, for the most part letter writers, newsletter writers, and
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newspaper editors attempted to offer credible news.35 Letter writers admitted when
news they had sent was later contradicted. A correspondent informed Perceval: “My
News to you touching the Marquis DeScans murder in Spain has proved false, but
it occasioned a prodigious quarrel here between two men of quality of which don’t
doubt but you are now informed by your publick papers.”36 Newsletter writers fol-
lowed suit. Perceval’s newsletter writer made a point to state, “The report of Sr. Adol-
phus Oughtons death As pubd in some Printed News Papers this day is not true.”37

News papers participated in the retraction of news as well: London’s Evening Post
sometimes admitted its own mistakes, and the Newcastle Courant included the correc-
tion about Sir Adolphus Oughton’s death.38 News exchange and evaluation never in-
volved only one form but drew in many forms, and each medium attempted to pass on
credible news or at least flag false news. Myriad contradictions and corrections, and
the sheer quantity of reports, made the world of news a very unstable place. Letters as-
sisted in its stabilization.

Some Britons embraced the new news world without a qualm, but others felt
overwhelmed by it and longed for letters. James Morgan, after thanking James Brydges
for sending news, declared that “we Country Folks see things at a Distance and but
very darkly, unless sett of by such a light as you give to them.” He complained that he
and his neighbors “hear the sound of News, News on Everyside, but seldom [know]
whence it comes or what impress it bears, unless by chance it comes from such a hand
as yours which makes it valuable and to be Rely’d on.”39 Morgan was not suffering from
a deficit of news, but from an overabundance that worried him greatly. Letters were a
light in the darkness. He relied on Brydges’s epistolary news because it helped him an-
chor his information; it gave it an “impress.” Such a desire is understandable, for one of
the characteristics of this new news world was its expanded anonymity.40 With the rise
of impersonal sources like the newspaper, finding the source of a news story had be-
come harder. Previously, individuals may not have known the origin of their oral news,
but they usually knew the provider of that piece of news. The trail of authority for
printed news, on the other hand, was usually quite long. Often, newspaper editors
would cite the news source from which they had gathered their news. The first thing
the Newcastle Courant told its readers on August 1, 1724, was that its opening stories
had come from the Evening Post of July 23, and it later noted that other stories had
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come from newsletters like “Mr. W—’s Letter of July 23rd.”41 The Evening Post of
July 7–9, 1724, acknowledged that some of its news had come from the Hague Courant
of July 10, and that the news from that paper had come from “private Letters.”42 Yet, des-
pite all these reference points and lines of authority, the actual source of the news re-
mained unclear. Readers had no knowledge of whose private letters the Hague Courant
had access to, or from whom “Mr. W—” had received his news, or even who he was.
Thus, in an anonymous news world, Brydges’s news seemed more reliable to Morgan.
Why this is so remains unclear. Morgan never says what news Brydges sent, so we do
not know if the news came from a reliable or known source, or if Brydges himself was
an eyewitness. Most news sent in letters was not firsthand; much of it was the same
news found in newspapers or newsletters. In fact, sometimes individuals sent news-
papers or newsletters in letters.43 Still, Morgan and others cited a preference for news
from “private letters.”

To an extent, letters were trustworthy sources of news because of the nature of
epistolary exchange. Correspondence reflected an acknowledgment of a social tie be-
tween two individuals. Engaging in a correspondence demonstrated a wish to connect
with another person, a wish that expressed a hope for that individual’s well being, one
that would be violated by fabrication. Even if the relationship was of a professional na-
ture, correspondents expected accuracy—business dealings, for example, relied on it.
Thus, participating in a correspondence implied that the writers shared a bond of
trust: a true correspondent would never intentionally mislead the recipient. Perceval’s
rebuke of Matthew Buchanan, a minor Irish clergyman, illustrates the etiquette of
news exchange: “I must say that all you have writ or was declared to you appears to be
only hearsay, & you mention your own opinion of the Pope being in alliance with other
Princes to hurt us at a time when you cou’d not but know the Pope was dead and no
new one Elected, which was not so accurate as a person ought to write who offers intel-
ligence.”44 Perceval knew and accepted that false news was sometimes unintentionally
sent, but he expected a certain threshold of integrity from his correspondents. Bu -
chanan was already a marginal figure in Perceval’s network, and his offer of false news
did not endear him to the earl. But for the most part, circles of correspondence were
socially restrictive; beyond letters to estate agents and merchants, it is rare to find indi-
viduals of disparate social rank exchanging letters on a regular basis. Those at the rank
of James Brydges, Duke of Chandos, or John Perceval, Earl of Egmont, would not have
corresponded with Butler’s or Addison’s newsmongers. Perceval allowed Buchanan to
send a letter periodically, asking for patronage or charity, but the clergyman was not a
constant correspondent or a trusted sender of intelligence. Letter writers corresponded
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with those they trusted, those who possessed the same view of the world and the same
station in it. A basic sense of connection and trust undergirds epistolary relationships,
and hence, receivers of letters expected the news sent to them to be as true as possible.

Yet, correspondents expected to hear news. Therefore good correspondents
sent intelligence even if they were not absolutely sure of its credibility. Letter after letter
included, usually toward the end, an account of news: from the movements of royalty,
to international events, to the marriage of an acquaintance. It was almost a generic as-
pect of letter writing, such that writers commented when there was no news. Many let-
ters ended with the short note “No News,” or a comment on the general absence of
news, reflecting the author’s willingness to send it if any were available.45 Writers even
sent news when they knew their correspondents received it from sources or individu-
als with more connections. As one writer blatantly stated, after informing his corre-
spondent of Continental politics and military affairs, “I culd not help making this
digression tho’ I knowe you have these accounts from farr better hands.”46 He sent
news not to inform his correspondent but to grease the wheels of sociability. News
rarely dominated letters; most epistles were letters with news, not letters of news. How-
ever, these smatterings of news were important on many levels.

News was part of a larger system of gift exchange.47 For one writer in Ireland,
the lack of news was one of “the many misfortunes & anxietys which I have mett with
in this Kingdom,” and his correspondent’s removal of that ignorance was a mark of
friendship.48 News was even exchanged for more tangible gifts. As one correspondent
explained, “I have no news to send you, but in want thereof I send you the celebrated
Tragedy of Cato.”49 Another correspondent wrote, “I believe you are no stranger to
Dr. Berkeley’s inclination for the Island of Bermuda, & for want of news I here send you
some verses which a little nymph of about 5 or 6 years old, drest all in flowers and myr-
tle surpris’d him with at his chambers.”50 Thus, correspondents were happy to receive
poetic verses or a good tragedy in lieu of news, showing that it was the exchange that
was important. Also, unlike other gifts, news could easily be inserted into a letter. In
this context, news was not bought and sold for monetary gain; instead, it functioned as
a social commodity.

�
Letter writers placed news in their epistles because, as we have seen, it nurtured rela-
tionships in various ways. By the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, how-
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ever, epistolary news had also become increasingly valuable because the best way to
determine the truthfulness of news lay in comparing accounts.51 While Britons still
longed for a known eyewitness report, they also knew that as their world and their in-
terests expanded geographically, such sources were becoming harder to obtain. Let-
ters, newspapers, and newsletters carried news not only from London but also from
South Carolina, Constantinople, and Cartagena.52 Those interested in this widely dis-
persed world of news were aware that it was impossible to find direct eye witness
 accounts from all these locations. In fact, newspaper accounts were often the only ac-
counts they possessed. This was one of the most significant changes provoked by the
newspaper: it allowed readers easy access to information about occurrences in places
where they did not have connections. It also informed readers about changes in the
lives of their social connections. For instance, one correspondent who lived outside of
London congratulated Hans Sloane on becoming the physician general to the army
after he learned of the appointment via a newspaper.53 The growing amount of re-
portage, whether dealing with events far or near, increased the likelihood of false news,
however. One gentleman informed his mother of his “surprise in town when I was
congratulated upon a new place. This ridiculous report was occasioned by a foolish
paragraph in the papers, that I was to have my poor uncles.”54 It was apparent that all
news had to be questioned and tested, and one way to do so was by comparing it to
other accounts.

In this world of fluid news exchange, letters became an ideal place to evaluate
and monitor news. Through letters, correspondents could tune in to news given in
good faith. Readers could watch the development of a news topic and keep track of its
credibility. This was often a slow process. When James Morgan heard of the probable
death of Charles II of Spain, most likely from a letter, he declared, “The Spanish News
we rather stand Amaz’d at, than are able to draw any solid conclusions & consequen -
ces from it, till it has been a little more bandy’d about.”55 Morgan and his friends did
not quite trust the news, or at least their ability to interpret it, until they had more in-
formation. For them, the important factor in judging news was not the medium but
waiting for the news to be “bandy’d about,” or evaluated. The processing of news hap-
pened not only in letters but also in coffeehouses, on St. Paul’s Walk, and in private
residences. In fact, it is difficult to find even one piece of news discussed continuously
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in correspondence. Yet letters were integral to the process of exchanging and evaluat-
ing news.

Individuals passed on news in letters so that their correspondents could judge
the news for themselves. Philip Perceval knew that his news, even if not accurate, could
help his brother, John, determine what was. He wrote in one letter, “Perhaps your ac -
counts of what passes in Europe may be quicker and better than what we have here,
how ever I’ll let you know what our accounts tell us, that you may see how they agree.”56

Philip sent news so his brother would have the means with which to evaluate informa-
tion. He may also have hoped that if the information proved incorrect, his brother
would tell him. Usually it was incumbent on the recipient of news to determine the
credibility of the news passing through epistolary networks, but at times correspon-
dents lent a helping hand. Daniel Dering, John Perceval’s brother-in-law and cousin,
flagged contradictory news in one of his letters, stating: “We have no talk here of Lord T
going to France with Ld Walgrave tho you have that news there.”57 Philip Perceval also
showed such evaluation in progress when he wrote to his brother about the Battle of
Almansa, during the War of the Spanish Succession: “the Paris letter says we had 5,000
kill’d, & 13 or 14 Regiments taken without fighting . . . but this coming only from the
French News Writer we are in hopes to hear a more favourable account: Some private
letters say we kept the Field.”58 Perceval’s letter shows not only that he had access to nu-
merous sources and passed on possibly biased information because it might be useful
or true but also that he evaluated or judged the news for his brother. As opposed to
news from an impersonal source, epistolary news provided room for judgment by a
known correspondent. Although Perceval left his brother free to make up his own
mind about the news he sent, he did offer him some guidance. Sometimes writers,
however, would search out the truth themselves. When John Perceval heard of a fray in
Cork over Wood’s halfpence, he wrote to his estate agent in Ireland to find out the
truth. The agent replied, “There was nothing of the kind happened in Cork, and I be-
lieve the same of Dublin, I presume that the report as well as a great many [other]
groundless ones, were spread by some of Woods Friends & Enemyes of this poor
Country.”59 Thus, while the main purpose of letters in the world of news exchange was
circulating that news, they also made it possible for assessment to take place, and for
trusted correspondents to exercise their own initiative and judgment.

Letters also offered correspondents a means to signal news that had already
been processed. Correspondents compared the letters they received, and sometimes
they simply let others know that this had occurred. Charles Dering, Perceval’s cousin,
wrote, “All letters agree that the Prince is very willing to make any submission to the
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king.”60 It is apparent that Dering consciously compared letters on this point and told
his correspondent of this consensus to provide the reassurance that such news was
most probably true. Similarly, another writer assured his correspondent that his news
had been “confirmed from all hands.”61 This sort of confirmation was not necessarily
based on trust in a single correspondent but on the belief that the accumulation of evi-
dence would lead to reliability.

Epistolary networks also had a much longer reach than oral networks. When
Philip Perceval offered European news to his brother, he was writing from King’s
 Weston near Bristol to John in Amsterdam. When he wrote about the Battle of Al-
mansa, he was writing from London to John in Geneva. And when Daniel Dering told
John Perceval of the movements, or lack thereof, of Lord Walgrave, he was writing
from London to John in Paris. It would have been hard for news transmitted orally to
cross these distances accurately or through so few links. Correspondents could also
control or direct epistolary networks in a way that they could not manage printed or
oral networks. Letter writers could turn to correspondents in different locations when
such places drew their interest or when they wanted specific intelligence. John Perce-
val constantly asked his estate agents in Ireland for information. At one point he wrote,
“If at this juncture there fall out any thing of publick nature worth my notice I shoud be
glad to hear it of you.”62 Perceval looked to his agent to keep him up-to-date on events
in Ireland because he knew he would have more accurate reports than those swirling
around in England. Similarly, one of Perceval’s correspondents in Rome confirmed
European news for him.63 Whereas newspapers and newsletters gave news readers a
broader geographic scope, epistolary networks allowed correspondents to enlarge this
scope in a more controlled and trustworthy environment. 

Correspondents trusted some news providers more than others; such individu-
als were “better hands.” Often, the correspondent noted that the letter’s recipient prob-
ably obtained news from better sources. One writer asserted to John Perceval, “I can
give you no news from hence but what I presume you have heard from better hands al-
ready.” Another excused his lack of news by stating, “I know you have all those things
from better hands, as it is fit you shou’d, being design’d for some future Representative
of Some ancient Corporation at least, if not in a higher Sphere.”64 These correspon-
dents assumed that Perceval received news from better hands; others saw Perceval
himself as a better hand. A correspondent from Dublin thanked him for his news by
writing of his reports, “they are the most impartial and full accounts of what happen on
your side of the water of any that I ever read.”65 Similarly, for James Morgan, James
 Brydges was obviously a “better hand.” On one level, such assertions served as simple
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compliments or as ways to guard against charges of sending false news, but certain
characteristics or circumstances could make one a better source for news.

Many in Britain believed that those in the upper ranks of society possessed
more trustworthy news. This had more to do with access than with honesty. Members
of the aristocracy often were involved in politics, they usually had enough money to
pay for newsletters and newspapers, and they tended to live in London, the center of
news. A friend of John Perceval’s assumed that he would have better news because, as a
baronet and nephew of Sir Robert Southwell, member of Parliament and diplomat, he
seemed destined to have a place in government. As members of the aristocracy, men
like Perceval had a duty to serve their communities and their country, and to do so they
needed to be aware of what was occurring both in their counties and in the nation at
large. Being aware of local and national happenings helped them appear to have
a large “interest” and in consequence a powerful patronage network.66 In fact, it was
often through members of the gentry and peerage, especially those serving as Lords
Lieutenant or Justices of the Peace, that the government received much of its infor-
mation about occurrences outside of London. In exchange, these men often received
 government-sanctioned newsletters about happenings in London.67 Thus, men like
Brydges and Perceval were often “better hands” because their position in society
pressed them to be informed or at least to be connected to those who were. Still, these
men were often knowledgeable because they had their own better hands, some of
whom were men of a lesser social station but closer to sources of power and informa-
tion. Access to news and to those with news often determined who was a good pro -
vider of intelligence.

Location was also crucial. One reason James Morgan gave for his distrust of
news was that “we Country Folks see things at a Distance and but very darkly.” It was
his distance from the origin of most news in the city that impaired his vision. Bryd -
ges, on the other hand, lived near that epicenter of news, London. It was in London
and Westminster that a lot of news originated. It was where Parliament met, where
foreign news often made its first landfall, and where many coffeehouses served news
along with coffee. Those in the country lived far away from St. Paul’s Walk, the Ex-
change, and the London docks; they had no penny post to send letters several times a
day, and they received fewer newspapers: location weakened their networks. While
the number of provincial papers skyrocketed in the eighteenth century, no town
had as many newspapers as London.68 Philip Perceval knew that being distant from
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London blunted his effectiveness as a news provider: he wrote his brother, “I am afraid
that any News or transactions I write to you will be always Stale, for my being in the
Country prevents my knowing it so early as your correspondent in town can.”69 From
an early age, the Perceval brothers had been drilled by their tutor on the importance of
sending news from the capital. When John was a teenager in London, his tutor was al-
ready sending him letters asking for news. One letter declared, “I hope your court
Politicians will have pitty on the Country ones, for tho in my Station I am not so near
the fountain of News as you and your Brother are, yet I have a like reason with both of
you to be inquisitive after public affairs.”70 This statement gestures toward the slippery
relationship between status and location, since the tutor blamed his “station” for his
lack of news, which could mean either geographic or social station. Location seems to
have mattered more, for he described himself as a country politician, and it was Lon-
don news he longed for. But members of the elite were not the only ones with access to
London news. While a higher social station and governmental connections gave indi-
viduals like the Percevals access to more news, those from less lofty social stations could
gather around that same fountain of news.

�
Social station and place were important, and the most valued news accounts were
those by eyewitnesses, but in the end it was the possession of a strong network that
made one a better hand. When James Brydges’s correspondent told him of the surren-
der of Barcelona, he assured him, “this you may [be] as easie in as if you had it from the
french kings own hand. My friend having this day confirmed it: and he never mis -
informed me.”71 Trust in this news stemmed from the friend’s reliability; he did not
send false news. However, the simile involving the French king insinuates that the
news provider never took a wrong step because he was close to those who had correct
information, not because he actually saw the event. It was more important to have a
well-developed network than to have an eyewitness. British news readers wanted news
from those with large and superior webs of correspondents because such individuals
were most likely to have received enough reports from trusted sources to have evaluated
their news thoroughly. Personal connection, status, and location mattered, but they
were less important than the size and shape of the intermediary’s epistolary network. 

Expansive informational webs were not limited to those of the upper classes,
and, within the elite, the quality of networks varied. Those who wrote newsletters, like
Henry Muddiman, Joseph Williamson, or John Dyer, had more information and bet-
ter networks than John Perceval, Earl of Egmont, or James Brydges, Duke of Chandos,
and many members of the elite who were more deeply involved in government had
better or more informed networks. However, correspondents looking for trustworthy
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information could rely on Egmont and Chandos. They both usually lived near Lon-
don, and they had governmental connections. Though the strength of their networks
was not special or widely remarked on, they helped their correspondents verify their
news. Perceval and Brydges used their networks and let others employ them as well.
Those who wrote them letters sent news and expected news in return.Their letters
show how those with relatively large epistolary networks and many connections, both
socially and geographically, could use those networks to filter their news and spread it
to others. Egmont, Chandos, and their correspondents knew that being a member of
such a network provided them with trustworthy news.

To appreciate the social depth and workings of such epistolary webs, it is helpful
to unravel John Perceval’s network. Perceval, who became the Earl of Egmont in 1733,
was an Anglo-Irish nobleman with vast connections and interests. He was active in
poli tics, had a keen interest in colonial affairs, and exchanged letters with a wide array
of individuals in England, Ireland, and beyond. Besides keeping thirty-five volumes of
es tate correspondence, he copied his more personal letters into nine letter-books,
which he indexed.72 He exchanged epistolary news with many of those who sent him
letters. His most constant correspondents and news providers were his family mem-
bers and close friends, especially his brother Philip, his brother-in-law Daniel Dering,
and his friend George Berkeley. He also sent news to and received it from his contem-
poraries, men like Lord Tullamore, and his dependents, especially his estate agents in
Ireland. When sending news to family and friends, those considered his social equals,
he included it informally, usually placing it casually at the end of a letter with little
comment or elaboration, as did his correspondents. Its purpose was to entertain as
well as inform, and rarely did any of these recipients thank the sender. They expected
such news. Perceval mockingly told his cousin of the trials and tribulations of his news
collection, declaring, “By my trudging about from place to place to pick up some thing
whereith to entertain you in the Country, one wou’d swear I were turn’d informer, or
Spy, or had a pension from John Dyer to furnish him with news.”73 Perceval included
the comment and news to keep his cousin informed and entertained while he was out
of town. His cousin probably smiled at this letter, but embedded in it is the assumption
that Perceval’s letter would contain news. Sending news to social equals was an integral
part of epistolary culture; it informed, entertained, and constituted part of reciprocal
news exchange.

The lower one was on the social scale, the harder it was to be a full-fledged mem -
ber of an informational network. Perceval constantly asked his agents for news, and he
often sent them news in exchange. Unlike his friends and family, his agents often
thanked him, humbly, for sending news. When John Perceval sent his agent Berkeley
Taylor some news, Taylor replied, “I most humbly thank your Lordship for the most
agreeable news you were pleased to write of all things going well abroad and of the
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 reconciliation between the King and prince.”74 Twenty-five years later, his new agent,
Richard Purcell, would write, “I am much obliged by the Trouble which your Lordship
was pleased to be at in writing so much News to me.”75 Men like Taylor and Purcell
knew that it was their duty to send Perceval news, but it was not his duty to keep them
informed. They were sources of news, not full members of the news network. Many
who looked to join the epistolary network of a social superior, or at least to gain assis-
tance, reported news to gain favor, or at least a favor. In the only surviving letter he
wrote to Perceval, one writer began with a full account of the state of France, which he
observed during his travels, and ended it by asking him to intercede with his cousin
about a small misunderstanding.76 Yet for those of lower social standing, offering in-
formation could be risky. When Matthew Buchanan, the Irish clergyman, received his
rebuke from Perceval for sending false news about the pope and a possible plot, he had
endangered his connection with Perceval. Buchanan did not have the network to con-
firm such information. Perceval alerted him of his faults and, by doing so, signaled to
Buchanan his true place in the network: he was a dependent, not an equal member.
This putdown quieted Buchanan for a time, but five years later he was writing again,
defending his prior transmission of information and attempting to gain Perceval’s
favor by offering him an account of music heard coming from the ground, which he
thought Perceval might wish to share with the virtuosi in London. He closed the letter
by asking Perceval to use his interest with the Lord Lieutenant, Lord Primate, or Lord
Chancellor to promote him to a place of favor or at least to assist him in finding places
for his son and daughter.77 Buchanan had moved away from sending international
news toward sending local intellectual news to gain Perceval’s support. He seems to
have accepted, to a degree, that owing to his social and geographic position, he might
not make the best “intelligencer,” but he was determined to be useful to Perceval in
other ways.

Women, too, wrote letters with news. John Perceval’s wife corresponded with
the Duchess of Marlborough, and often her husband owed his information to her. He
informed one relative: “The Dutchess of Malburow told my wife that the Pretender has
published a declaration acquainting the world that the Queen and the late Ministry
were endeavouring to restore him to his rights.”78 He did not view this information as
suspect because it came from female hands; in fact, he mentioned the female source to
show that it originated from one close to the pinnacle of power, and was thus trust -
worthy. Whether male or female, correspondents trusted news from those close to
power in addition to those they knew well. Besides his wife, Perceval also embraced
news, both private and public, from his relative Helena le Grand. She provided him
with a steady stream of information about stocks, royal movements, deaths within
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their social circle, and family affairs when he was in Dublin and she was in London.79

Most women, however, did not have direct links to the Duchess of Marlborough, or
London news at their disposal. These women sent news when they could, but owing to
their lack of access their knowledge was often inferior to that of their male counter-
parts. Matthew Buchanan’s wife, Margaret, never tried to send Perceval news; instead,
after her husband’s death, she relied on her destitute state as a widow with dependent
children to get Perceval’s assistance.80 News had become harder for her to gather, and
she knew that emphasizing her state as a poor widow would probably elicit his aid.
While no correspondent rejected news because of the gender of its source, it did not
help that women were also seen as more adept at writing gossip and “nonsense” than
hard, reliable news.81 Still, Lady Catherine Perceval and many of her contemporaries
longed for news, exchanged it, and evaluated it just like the men in their lives, who
 accepted their news more readily than the news sent by men of Buchanan’s ilk.

As Buchanan’s attempts and Lady Perceval’s successes illustrate, this new world
of news was to some degree socially open. Most Britons had access to news, and more
of them had new ways to find out what occurred at a distance. Not everyone could hold
the same place in the world of news, however. Those who could afford to have multiple
sources of news sent to them or those who sat near the centers of power had better net-
works, and they did not approve when those below them socially attempted to pene-
trate those networks. As the portraits they drew of newsmongers attest, they viewed
such access as destructive to society. In many ways, the divisions that appear in the
news world echoed the divisions in society as a whole: polite society was increasingly
welcoming of those of slightly lower social status, but the cultural line between the po-
lite world and the rest of society was increasingly apparent.82

Not everyone among the peerage and gentry had the same kind of news net-
work or even thought about news in the same fashion. Not all members of the upper
ranks of society received newsletters or collected news.83 Nicholas Blundell, a member
of the Lancashire gentry, rarely received or shared news in his letters, especially com-
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83. Some in society would have frowned on single-minded collecting, as it could be seen as pedan-

tic and not polite. For the dislike of pedants and their perceived dangers, see Klein, Shaftesbury, 5; and
Lord Chesterfield’s Letters, ed. David Roberts (Oxford, 1992), 85.



pared to someone like James Brydges or John Perceval.84 Both Brydges and Perceval
had governmental positions and connections while Blundell rarely left Lancashire.
Since Blundell was Catholic, it was probably more dangerous for him to exchange news
via letters as well. On the other hand, Hans Sloane had strong informational networks
owing to his international connections, which stemmed from his scientific  interests
rather than his connections with the government. In fact, one of Sloane’s pre decessors
as secretary of the Royal Society, Henry Oldenburg, used his informational networks
to keep the government informed of happenings abroad, but he found out to his detri-
ment that too much curiosity in such events could be harmful to his health, as he was
imprisoned in the Tower, probably for leaking some information to his correspon-
dents on the Continent.85 Thus, the informational networks possessed by those who
wrote letters came in many different shapes and sizes, depending on the interests and
positions of the writers. In fact, it could be argued that those of different political
camps would have viewed such exchanges in different ways, since Whigs embraced the
idea of free informational exchange more fully than did the Tories.86 However, this dif-
ference had a larger impact on how they viewed the news exchanged by the public at
large than it had on their own system of news evaluation.

Epistolary news was a social tool, a way to gain and maintain contacts and at
times a way to entertain a correspondent. On another level, though, letters provided a
place where writers could master the news. During the late seventeenth and early eigh-
teenth centuries, many Britons were uneasy about their news and yet found themselves
increasingly in need of it. By depending on their epistolary networks to judge their
news, these Britons were able to have more confidence in their knowledge of the world
around them, which was expanding geographically and compelling them to engage
with the state and society in changing ways. While those lower on the social scale did
have increased access to news, they did not participate equally in these networks, and
even among the upper classes, individuals possessed networks of varying strength,
 depending on their interest, location, and gender. For most letter writers, however,
correspondence served as a place to connect with their social worlds and with the
world writ large. Letters helped them wrest the news out of the grasp of newsmongers
and turn it into something they could trust.

� lindsay o’neill held the Andrew Mellon Postdoctoral Fellowship at the
Institute for British and Irish Studies at the University of Southern California
and is now a lecturer at the same institution. Her book “Speaking Letters: Net-
working in the Early Modern British World” is forthcoming from the University
of Pennsylvania Press.
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84. For the letter-book of Nicholas Blundell, see Lancashire Record Office, DDBL acc 6121.
85. Marshall, Intelligence and Espionage, 55–62.
86. Steven Pincus argues that, owing to the Whigs’ wish for an economy based on manufactur-

ing and trade, they pressed for the free flow of information; “The State and Civil Society,” 221–25.
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